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Sensation organized itself into a formal extra-curricular society in the year 2000 with a vision
of creating a space for students to honour and exhibit their passion for dance. Since its birth, it
has tried creating a legacy by competing in more than 50 institutions (pan-India) every year
and has always made it in the top 3 lists of the Delhi University dance circuit. Sensation is
known for its creativity in the dance pieces and the montages that we create on stage. All of
this becomes possible only by the blood, sweat and hard work of long hours of practice and
dedication of the students.
Sensation comprises of two wings namely the Choreography Wing and the Western Wing.
Both the wings prepare their separate productions every year and work on different dance
forms. The Western Wing focuses on dance styles such as popping, jazz, etc while the
Choreography wing focuses on the contemporary dance style.
We began our session for the year 2021-22 with 27 students in January 2021. The period of
Lockdown has been tough for the society. Yet students did manage to send in solo and group
entries in the competitions that were held in the online mode. Online practices were being held
on a regular basis and dance kept every member well connected throughout the tough times.
The office bearers performed beyond expectations at their respective designations. While the
senior participants were the forerunners of leading the society, the fresh entrants optimized
upon their opportunity to be trained as professional dancers. Due to the continued perseverance
of senior members, Sensation has become one of the finest societies of Delhi University and it
is sure to prove its mettle in the future with the support of the college management and under
the mentorship of the faculty members.
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AMITY, NOIDA
SRCC
St. XAVIER’S, JAIPUR
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IIM, INDORE
IIT, GUWAHATI
IIT, KANPUR
GARGI COLLEGE
JESUS AND MARY
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FIRST
THIRD
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-

EVENTS ORGANIZED:
 The western wing organized various workshops in over 6 different dance forms to
train students.
Dance Forms
Hip Hop
House
Hip Hop
Afro
Waacking
Locking

Choreographer
Kunal Srivastava
Vikki Kumar
Govind Singh
Navneet
Aishna
Naresh

 The choreography wing also successfully organized a workshop purely for the
contemporary dance style in collaboration with an online dance company called “The
Hobbit” which was open to students of the entire Delhi University Dance circuit.

